Young stars emit strong flares of X-ray radiation that penetrate the surface layers of their associated protoplanetary disks. It is still an open question as to whether flares create significant changes in disk chemical composition. We present models of the time-evolving chemistry of gas-phase H 2 O during X-ray flaring events. The chemistry is modeled at point locations in the disk between 1 and 50 au at vertical heights ranging from the mid-plane to the surface. We find that strong, rare flares, i.e., those that increase the unattenuated X-ray ionization rate by a factor of 100 every few years, can temporarily increase the gas-phase H 2 O abundance relative to H can by more than a factor of ∼ 3−5 along the disk surface (Z/R ≥ 0.3). We report that a "typical" flare, i.e., those that increase the unattenuated X-ray ionization rate by a factor of a few every few weeks, will not lead to significant, observable changes. Dissociative recombination of H 3 O + , H 2 O adsorption and desorption onto dust grains, and ultraviolet photolysis of H 2 O and related species are found to be the three dominant processes regulating the gas-phase H 2 O abundance. While the changes are found to be significant, we find that the effect on gas phase water abundances throughout the disk is short-lived (days). Even though we do not see a substantial increase in long term water (gas and ice) production, the flares' large effects may be detectable as time varying inner disk water 'bursts' at radii between 5 and 30 au with future far infrared observations.
INTRODUCTION
The composition of planets is likely affected by the physical and chemical processes that occur during their formation in the protoplanetary disk stage. It is therefore necessary to understand these processes in order to create accurate models of planetary system formation. Observations have shown that protoplanetary disks are flared dust and gas rich disks with radii as large as hundreds of au (Ardila et al. 2002) . Disks are composed of three layers: i. the photon-dominated region (PDR), which is rich in atomic and ionic species, ii. the warm molecular layer, where molecular and radical species can exist (Aikawa et al. 2002) , and iii. the mid-plane, where molecular and atomic ices can form on dust grains (Bergin et al. 2007) . Photons can easily penetrate the surface layers of the disk since it is a low density area with little shielding. Some UV and X-ray photons can penetrate the warm molecular layer, fostering active chemistry, but few photons reach the dense mid-plane due to the high levels of extinction in this region Fogel et al. 2011) .
The presence of these high energy photons influences the chemistry of the disk, which is thought to evolve slowly over the disk lifetime of ∼ 3−10 Myr (Strom et al. 1989; Glassgold et al. 1997; Haisch et al. 2001; Fedele et al. 2010) . Chemical species observed in disks are primarily small and simple molecules like CO, HCO + , CN, H 2 O, OH, CO 2 , HCN, CS, C 2 H, and N 2 H + , and some complex molecules, such as formaldehyde, methanol, and methyl cyanide (Dutrey et al. 1997 (Dutrey et al. , 2007 Aikawa et al. 2003; Öberg et al. 2015; Walsh et al. 2016 ). The chemistry of many of these species is directly or indirectly related to the presence or absence of energetic photons or particles from the star and/or environment.
The stellar radiation environment is not constant in time. In fact, short-term X-ray flaring is common in young solar mass stars (e.g., Montmerle & Casanova 1996) , and can produce enough X-rays to dynamically affect the chemical and physical properties of the disk (Glassgold et al. 2005) . There is some possibility that short-term X-ray activity can impact the chemical composition of the disk. Ilgner & Nelson (2006) considered the theoretical impact of flares on the disk ionization fraction by computing electron abundances using a full chemical model. They found flares could play a significant role in the ionization fraction of the disk, which directly impacted the extent of disk "dead zones." Cleeves et al. (2017) found evidence for variations in the disk molecular ion abundances based on multi-epoch submillimeter wavelength data of H 13 CO + emission in the IM Lup protoplanetary disk. Since this molecule is directly and efficiently formed from H + 3 , one possible explanation for the observed time variability is chemistry induced by an X-ray flare.
Among molecules detected in disks, H 2 O is one of the most important, owing to its role in the formation of habitable planets like Earth. In addition H 2 O ice, referred to here as H 2 O (gr) , may enable grains to more efficiently stick together when they collide (Wang et al. 2005) . For planets formed by core accretion, it is believed that both terrestrial and gas giants' rocky inner cores are formed from such inelastic grain collisions (e.g., Pollack et al. 1996) . Without an ice coating, the grains are more likely to bounce off each other in an elastic collision, which suggests that planet formation can be impacted by the presence of water-rich ice.
Like HCO + , H 2 O is sensitive to the ionization state of gas, as most processes that form water involve the initial ionization of H 2 (Cleeves et al. 2014 ). We present a theoretical study of how water chemistry can be impacted by X-ray flares emitted from a T Tauri star, a star similar to the Sun in the early stages of its life. We adapt a model based on the physical structure of a disk where variability has previously been detected, IM Lup (Cleeves et al. 2017 ), a solar mass T Tauri star (Panić et al. 2009 ). The present paper aims to understand how a dynamic X-ray radiation field affects both instantaneous (∼days) and long-term (∼Myr) H 2 O abundances in protoplanetary disks, and to identify key species and processes contributing to H 2 O abundance changes during energetic flares.
MODEL

Disk Model
To model the chemistry in a dynamic X-ray environment we adopt the model from Fogel et al. (2011 ), updated in Cleeves et al. (2014 , which includes 647 species and 5944 reactions and processes. The code Note-Abundances are presented with respect to number of hydrogen atoms, and values are a combination of the result of astrochemical modeling of clouds (Aikawa et al. 1999) , with updated protostellar ice abundances.
adopts the rate equation method and calculates the nonequilibrium chemistry as a function of time. The code begins with the initial chemical abundances motivated by interstellar cloud models (Table 1) , which are designed to be representative of molecular cloud abundances. The code runs for 0.5 Myr to reach a pseudo steady state equilibrium at the time of the flare, where 0.5 Myr is redefined as t = 0. The code then slows down to calculate the chemistry during the event with fine resolution (30 minute time steps). All chemical abundances are presented with respect to total number of hydrogen atoms. Physical parameters of the IM Lup protoplanetary disk were used in this model, the first source to show significant chemical variability (Cleeves et al. 2017) . The model inputs include gas density (ρ), gas temperature (T gas ), dust temperature (T dust ), UV flux, and X-ray ionization rate, and are sampled from the Cleeves et al. (2016) IM Lup disk model. The simulations were run at discrete points labeled by their radial distance from the star (R) and vertical height from the mid-plane (Z/R), see Appendix A. The disk is assumed to be azimuthally symmetric and reflected about the mid-plane. The model treats the point locations independently and does not take into account interactions between horizontal zones.
Parameters for the central star are as follows: effective temperature of T eff = 3900 K, stellar radius of 2.5 R (Pinte et al. 2008) , stellar mass of 1 M (Panić et al. 2009) , which is held fixed as was done in Cleeves et al. (2016) . Note-Twenty processes contributing to the production and consumption of gas-phase H2O in the layers of the disk exposed to X-ray flares. Note the absence of grain surface water formation among the top reactions governing water formation and destruction. Grain surface chemistry is expected to be more important closer to the mid-plane and radially further out than in the high radiation regions of the disk focused on in the present work.
The Smith et al. (2004) Ohio State University (OSU) gas-phase chemical network was used as a basis for the chemical network, and the method of Hasegawa et al. (1992) was used to model grain-surface chemistry. The six types of chemical and physical processes most relevant for the present paper include:
1. dissociative recombination reactions, where a molecular ion accepts a negative charge and dissociates ( Table 2 ).
Four types of photons were included in the model for photolysis reactions. UV Photons (γ UV ) produced by the star's accretion shock (Gullbring et al. 1998) ; Lyα photons (γ Lyα ), which can carry up to 85% of the UV flux (Herczeg et al. 2004 ); X-ray photons produced by the central star; UV photons (γ UV,fl ) produced when electrons are ejected during X-ray ionization of H 2 , that impact H 2 and create a fluorescent UV field that can dissociate and ionize chemical species (Maloney et al. 1996) .
Chemical Analysis During Flares
The chemical response to X-ray flares was examined at a total of 35 points with radii of R = 1, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 au and normalized vertical heights of Z/R = 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 (Appendix A, Figure 11 ). These points were chosen since they are are relatively close to the star, and the vertical heights allow us to examine chemical responses in the different regions of the disk. We additionally explored models beyond 50 au and saw relatively little change as discussed below in Section §3. The cosmic ray rate was held constant at a low value of 2.0×10 −20 ionizations per H 2 per second. However, Cleeves et al. (2013) determined that cosmic rays are energetically negligible compared to X-rays at the disk surface, the region focused on in this paper, and so the specific value of this input parameter does not impact our findings. See Table 3 for physical values at all twenty points. Changes in chemical abundance per H atom are determined by plotting ∆χ, which represents the relative change in abundance compared to a model with no X-ray flares, versus time and is defined as: ∆χ = ∆χ with flare ∆χ without flare
It should be noted that for a given flare, highly abundant (≥ 10 −5 ) molecules do not show relative change as strongly as those with low abundances (e.g., 10 Type 5 7.7e-20
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Type 5 9.7e-12 The peak X-ray flare strength used in our fiducial model is 100 times the magnitude of the baseline Xray luminosity, which was L XR = 4 × 10 30 erg s −1 . This high flare value was chosen to show the maximum impact on water abundance due to X-ray flares. The flare rise time is 3 hours, and the exponential decay time is 5 hours. These timescales are chosen to be typical of observed X-ray flares from T-Tauri stars (e.g., Preibisch & Feigelson 2005) . We additionally ran models for both single flare and multi-flare events. Test 1 was run with a single flare initiated at 0.5 Myr (t = 0 days). We define the beginning of the flare as six e-folding times prior to the flare peak, effectively setting the flare strength equal to zero at t = 0. Test 2 was run with two flares in rapid succession at 0 days and 5 days. Each test was modeled for approximately 23 days after t = 0. Note that the timescales presented in §3 do not include light travel time, so it assumed that the X-ray ionization rate at each time step reaches each location in the disk instantaneously.
To guide the discussion in the following sections, Table 2 lists the key reactions and processes at the twenty points of the disk considered here. The following sections will refer back to these processes.
General Trends Throughout the Disk
The model revealed that H 2 O responses beyond 50 au are insignificant compared to distances interior to 50 au. At distances greater than 50 au there are X-ray flare responses, but responses are typically ≤ 10%, and the H 2 O abundance is ≤ 10 −10 at most points. As such, we focus the remainder of our analysis on radii ≤ 50 au. Figure 1 shows H 2 O responses at 35 points across the disk inside of 50 au. Several trends are seen in the responses both vertically and radially. The mid-plane is along Z/R = 0, and has no flare response. This behavior is expected because photons are absorbed in the PDR and warm molecular layer before reaching the mid-plane. Likewise, response strength decreases radially from the inner disk atmosphere to the outer disk atmosphere as X-rays become geometrically diluted with distance from the star.
The effect of the snow line, the point at which H 2 O exists primarily in the solid rather than gas-phase state, can also be seen as drops in H 2 O abundances across the disk. Generally, any points where gas-phase H 2 O abundance is less than 10 −5 are exterior to the snow line, where H 2 O (gr) is the dominant phase of H 2 O. The surface, such as the point (R, Z/R) = (1.0 au, 0.4) is an exception, since this region is strongly impacted by UV radiation from the star and neither gas-phase nor ice-phase H 2 O exist in high abundance due to the high levels of photodissociation.
Analysis of Different H 2 O Response Curves
Five types of time-varying abundance curves of H 2 O are observed in the disk. All 35 positions are labeled with their closest response curve type in Figure 1 , alongside the adopted X-ray light curve. The responses include:
1. abundance decrease, such as at (R, Z/R) = (1.0 au, 0.4), where the response curve is a narrow negative spike, 2. production with a fast exponential rise and decay (t < 10 days), such as (R, Z/R) = (10.0 au, 0.4), where the response curve is a positive sharp rise, 3. initial production with a slow decay (t > 10 days), such as (R, Z/R) = (10.0 au, 0.3), where the curve increases and experiences little to no decay, 4. hybrid, such as (R, Z/R) = (5.0 au, 0.4), where the curve decreases to a minimum below the initial abundance then increases to a maximum spike, 5. and no observable flare response, such as (R, Z/R) = (1.0 au, 0.0), where ∆χ = 0 or ∆χ ≤ ±0.05 and abundance < 10 −13 with respect to H atom.
These curve types are further analyzed in the following sections. Moreover, the seven fastest processes involved in the production and destruction of gas-phase H 2 O were analyzed for each response type using Table 2 for reference.
Type 1: Short-term Destruction
Only one point in the disk shows a net destruction curve, (R, Z/R) = (1.0 au, 0.4), shown in Figure 2 . Water abundance drops by 15% after 0.75 days, then quickly increases to approximately its initial abundance.
Detailed rates for reactions and processes involving H 2 O are evaluated at three representative times, before the flare (t = 0 days), at the peak H 2 O response (t = 0.75 days), and after the peak H 2 O response (t = 3 days). Of all the disk points modeled, this one is the closest to the star and at the disk surface. This point is more strongly irradiated than other points in the disk, and the increase in X-ray photons during the flare tends to enhance the H 2 O photodissociation rate. This behavior can be seen by the appearance of Reactions 5 and 6 at t = 0.75 days. These two reactions involve H 2 O destruction by UV photons that arise from X-ray photon induced H 2 fluorescence (γ UV,fl ). At t = 0 days and t = 3 days Reactions 5 and 6 are not among the seven fastest processes and only appear during the time of the flare. After the flare ends H 2 O is reformed by Reactions 7 and 8 to return to its initial abundance.
The abundance of OH was expected to increase since it is a product of Reactions 4 and 5: however, Figure  2 shows that OH abundance decreases. There are two explanations as to why. First, Reactions 4 and 5 are not among the seven fastest OH reactions, so it is likely that these are not the dominant OH production mechanisms. In addition, OH experiences multiple destructive photolysis reactions, including OH ionization and dissociation to form O and H. Type 2 responses, i.e., a rapid production with fast rise and decay, occur commonly in the disk grid (Figure 1) . The strongest response is at (R, Z/R) = (10.0 au, 0.4), shown in Figure 3 . At this point H 2 O abundance increases ∼ 1340% at 1.3 days, then returns back to its initial abundance after 10 days. Detailed rates are evaluated at four representative times, before the flare (t = 0 days), at the peak H 2 O response (t = 1.25 days and t = 4.35 days), and after the peak H 2 O response (t = 8 days). This point is both on the surface layer of the disk and radially close enough to feel a strong impact from the X-ray flare, but not so strong that the flare is solely destructive like in Type 1. Because of this, neutral and ionic atoms and some molecules, such as C + and H 3 O + are abundant enough to be significant in chemical reactions. Figure 3 reveals that the H 3 O + abundance increases by over 1500% in direct response to the flare, which then speeds up the dissociative recombination of H 3 O + , which in turn drastically increases the production of H 2 O (Reactions 1 and 2 ). There is a flare response delay from H 2 O because it takes time for H 3 O + to find electrons to dissociatively recombine to form H 2 O. Reaction 8 also contributes to the production of H 2 O due to an increase of 1230% of OH due to the flare. Reaction 8 is an order of magnitude slower than dissociative recombination, and thus does not impact the increase of H 2 O abundance as strongly as Reaction 1. Once the X-ray flare ends, H 3 O + returns back to its initial abundance, Reaction 1 rate significantly drops at t = 4.35 days, which decreases H 2 O production. Consumption is much faster than production since H 3 O + is no longer overly abundant to produce H 2 O. The main destructive process is an ion-neutral reaction between H 2 O and C + (Reactions 14 and 15), with some contribution from UV photolysis (Process 4). C + is produced directly from the UV flux, thus H 2 O is primarily consumed from photolysis and photolysis dependent processes at this location. Once H 2 O abundance has returned to its initial abundance the pseudo steady state equilibrium is reached and further changes in abundance do not occur.
3.2.3. Type 3: "Long-lived" Enhancement (> 10 days)
Response curves that experience an initial enhancement with a slow decay over the course of the simulation (> 10 days) are observed along the Z/R = 0.4 and Z/R = 0.3 vertical heights (Figure 1 ). The point (R, Z/R) = (10.0 au, 0.3) was chosen to represent this trend, and whose evolution in plotted in more detail in Figure 4 . After a 0.2 day delay, H 2 O increases 73% at Figure 2 for change in X-ray ionization rate. 3.3 days, then steadily decreases until the end of the simulation. Detailed rates are evaluated at four representative times, before the flare (t = 0 days), after the flare and before/at the peak H 2 O response (t = 1.25 days/t = 4.35 days), and after the peak H 2 O response (t = 8 days)
3). Main H2O production is dissociative recombination of H3O + (Reactions 1 and 2). Main H2O consumption is adsorption (Process 20). Refer to
Like a Type 2 response ( §3.2.2), the initial increase in H 2 O abundance is caused by a sharp increase in H 3 O + abundance ( Figure 4 shows that H 3 O + abundance increases over 2000%). H 3 O + undergoes dissociative recombination via Reactions 1 and 2 to produce H 2 O faster than H 2 O is consumed. While photolysis does occur, this point is not as strongly exposed to the destructive photons, so the fastest gas-phase removal process of excess gas-phase H 2 O is adsorption onto grains, creating a slower tail of H 2 O removal from the gas. Figure  4 shows that H 2 O (gr) is steadily increasing (to ∼4%) as H 2 O is steadily decreasing. It is to be noted that H 2 O decline appears greater than H 2 O (gr) increase for two reasons. First, H 2 O (gr) is more abundant than H 2 O, so the change in abundance is smaller, and second, H 2 O is also being consumed via multiple processes including slow UV destruction, so not all gas-phase H 2 O is being converted to ice. Longer simulations are required to determine if the water ice abundance remains permanently elevated or returns back to its initial abundance.
Type 4: Hybrid
Unlike the other curve types, the hybridized response experiences both an absolute minimum and an absolution maximum. (R, Z/R) = (5.0 au, 0.4) is the only hybrid response observed in this model ( Figure 5 ). H 2 O abundance initially decreases ∼1% at t = 0.5 days, then increases ∼12% above initial abundance at t = 1.6 days, then returns back to its initial abundance for the duration of the run (15 days). Detailed rates are evaluated at four representative times, before the flare (t = 0 days), at the absolute minimum H 2 O response, (t = 0.5 days), at the absolute maximum H 2 O response (t = 1.7 days), and after the peak H 2 O responses (t = 5 days).
Similar to the Type 1 response at (R, Z/R) = (1.0 au, 0.4) ( §3.2.1), this point is strongly impacted by the flare since it is at a close distance to the star (5.0 au) and on the disk surface. However, it is far enough away from the star to have a high abundance of gas-phase per H). Because of its proximity to the star and high abundance of gas-phase precursors, the response of H 2 O is a combination of Type 1 ( §3.2.1) and Type 2 ( §3.2.2) curves. During the initial flare impact, H 2 O abundance decreases due to an increase photodissociation (Processes 5 and 6), similar to Type 1. After the initial impact, H 2 O is then produced via the normal gasphase channels followed by dissociative recombination of H 3 O + , similar to Type 2. An initial decrease in H 2 O abundance is only observed at (R, Z/R) = (5.0 au, 0.4) due to the initial enhanced photodissociation by X-ray induced UV fluorescence. At the end of the flare H 2 O is no longer being produced by Process 1 as quickly, since H 3 O + abundance decreases ( Figure 5 Figure 7 . The maximum change in H2O abundance that occurs due to peak flare strengths of 100, 50, 25, 10, and 5 times the relative background X-ray ionization rate , along with linear fits as indicated.
Type 5: No Observable Response
Observable flare responses do not occur at the most dense regions of the disk (ρ ≥ 10 −12 g cm −3 ) or along the mid-plane for one of two reasons. In regions where there is a large abundance of gas-phase H 2 O (≥ 10 −7 per H) H 2 O is not as sensitive to change. In regions where there is a low X-ray ionization rate (essentially zero) there are not enough photons present to initiate chemistry.
Flare Strength Variation
All previous analyses were performed with X-ray flare strengths equal to 100 times the background X-ray ionization rate, which is considered an extremely strong and rare flaring event Getman et al. 2008) . We found that weaker flares (a few times X-ray ionization rate), which are much more common, produced similar time-varying abundance profiles in this model, but with smaller amplitude. Figure 6 shows H 2 O responses to flare strengths of 5, 10, 25, 50 and 100 at (R, Z/R) = (10 au, 0.4). Flares occur at t = 0 days and t = 5 days. Maximums at (R, Z/R) = (10, 0.4) occurs at ∆χ = 12.6, t = 1.7 days and ∆χ = 13.4, t = 6.6 days. Second maximum at (R, Z/R) = (20, 0.4) occurs at ∆χ = 5.8, t = 7.5 days.
0.12 × ∆L XR + 0.88, and at (R, Z/R) = (20 au, 0.4), ∆χ = 0.034 × ∆L XR + 0.97, where ∆L XR is the peak change in X-ray ionization rate.
Impacts of Muliflare Events
In addition to the single flare analysis (Test 1, Figure 1) , we investigate a model that has multiple flaring events (Test 2, Figure 8 ) discussed qualitatively here. Between Tests 1 and 2 only slight variations occurred. As seen by comparing Figures 1 and 8 the plots have similar response patterns. Figure 8 shows that a response to two flares behaves in a similar pattern to a response to one flare, only the responses "stack up" on each other. This behavior suggests that multiple flares will have a similar effect as a single flare, and their cumulative effect will be related to the timing between flares.
H 2 O Ice Responses
In the following section, we quantify how much of the gas-phase response is imparted into the ice. H 2 O (gr) responses discussed in this section are obtained from the fiducial strong X-ray flare model. The results of the runs for H 2 O (gr) are shown in Figure 9 .
Interior to the snow line there is little H 2 O (gr) , and the small amount that exists has the same flare response as the gas. When the dust temperature decreases to below the desorption temperature of H 2 O, 170 K, H 2 O (gr) responses start to deviate from gas-phase H 2 O. Finally, , where the maximum abundance is not visible on the plot, the H2O (gr) maximum occurs at t = 2.3 days and ∆χ = 10.8 and the gas-phase H2O maximum occurs at t = 1.3 days, ∆χ = 13.4.
in colder regions (∼ 20 − 100 K), ice and gas-phase responses show little to no correlation. This suggests that as excess H 2 O is produced in hot regions by flares, H 2 O rapidly adsorbs onto grains to form H 2 O (gr) . As the excess gas-phase H 2 O returns back to its initial pre-flare abundance, H 2 O (gr) desorbs and does so as well (Processes 17-19, Table 2 ). At temperatures just below H 2 O freeze-out ( 170 K), desorption is a much slower process, resulting in the observed "longerlived" response in H 2 O (gr) compared to gas-phase H 2 O.
The cold, shielded regions, including the points from 5 to 30 au at Z/R = 0.3, there is a small but persistent amount H 2 O (gr) for the duration of the simulation. At (R, Z/R) = (30.0 au, 0.4) the increase is much more significant, about 50%, and does not decrease within the duration of the simulation. We note that changes to H 2 O (gr) from discrete flaring events do not strongly impact the total amount of H 2 O (gr) the disk, since the majority of H 2 O (gr) lies near the midplane and long term surface changes are minimal (up to 3%) but may have cumulative effects that will be explored in future work.
4. DISCUSSION
Response Trends in the Disk
General reaction trends across the disk can be found by comparing the vertical and radial response trends in the disk with the five curve types discussed in the previous Section ( §3.2) and the physical conditions of the gas as summarized in Table 3 . A Type 1 response is rare and only occurs in regions along the surface of the disk and close (∼1 au) to the central star, where the X-ray ionization rate is highest.
Along the vertical height traced by Z/R = 0.3, response curves behave primarily with a radially fading Type 3 to Type 5 (no response) pattern. The region closest to the star at (R, Z/R) = (1.0 au, 3) is an exception to this trend, since it has a much greater H 2 O abundance (three orders of magnitude) and is located in a region with a high UV flux.
A second trend occurs along the Z/R = 0.3 vertical height: as radial distance increases, the response curves begin to develop a more prominent lagging tail (Type 3). This feature is likely because photon intensity decreases as distance from the star increases, so after the initial H 2 O production, the weaker radiation field decreases the rate of photodissociation. Thus, the dominant gas-phase H 2 O consumption process transitions to adsorption onto grains. These Type 3 responses show that H 2 O abundance can increase for tens of days, or more. However, additional longer simulations show that each Type 3 response does eventually return to its initial abundance within a year.
Along the vertical heights traced by Z/R = 0, and 1 no significant response is observed. This height is along and near the mid-plane, and it is very difficult for photons to penetrate since they are absorbed in the upper layers, so the X-ray ionization rate is very low (≤ 10 −27 s −1 H −1
2 ).
Potential Observability
The ideal conditions to observe X-ray driven variability on H 2 O requires both H 2 O to be sufficiently abundant (> 10 −10 per H) and a sufficiently large response in magnitude, at the very least 5% or greater. In addition, having a moderate-long lasting effect can help confirm an abundance change. If the change in abundance occurs for too short of a time, one would have to be very lucky to catch it. Alternatively, if the changes are too gradual, they may go unnoticed.
The regions that show the greatest magnitude of change in water abundance are those with X-ray ionization rates ≥ 10
and densities of ≤ 10 −12 g cm −3 . When X-ray ionization rates exceed ≥ 10 −10 s
Type 1 (destructive) response curves are observed. Correspondingly, the significantly changed regions that are potentially observable lie near the surface of the disk (Z/R ≥ 0.3) and between 10 au and 40 au distance from the star. These regions can be observed using the ground state transitions of water in the far infrared at 557 GHz (1 11 − 0 00 ) and 1113 GHz (1 10 − 1 01 ). Figure 10 shows the vertical column density of gas phase water at different times after our fiducial strong flare model. Changes in radial column density presented in Figure 10 incorporate light travel time. The times are plotted such that t = 0 is defined as six e-folding times prior to the peak flare at the star's location. The high column density of water close to the star comes from the water snow line. The intermediate dip and radial rise from 20 to 30 au is caused by increased photodestruction of water at these intermediate radii. Between 5 and 30 au the greatest change in overall column density of gas-phase H 2 O is seen, varying by just over a factor of two in column density. Note that even though the change in H 2 O abundance at individual heights can be much greater, but the higher densities in the deeper layers, Z/R = 0.3 and below, more strongly impacts the overall change in column density. Within this radial range, H 2 O responses have potential observability up to 10 days after flare impact, when there is still a 53% and 36% increase in N(H 2 O) at R = 10 au and 20 au. H 2 O ice variability is unlikely to be observed with little to no variation in column density.
Choice of Disk Model
It is to be noted that IM Lup is extremely massive compared to a "typical" disk, with 0.17 M (Cleeves et al. 2016) . A typical disk has a mass of ∼ 0.04 M (Williams & Cieza 2011) . A lower gas mass results in higher photon penetration due to less absorption along the disk surface. Therefore, more of the disk volume will be exposed to X-ray flares.
IM Lup also lacks strong disk substructure, with only weak spiral arms and rings in the millimeter emission (Huang et al. 2018 ) and rings in the infrared scattered light (Avenhaus et al. 2018) . We surmise that if such features are associated with low disk surface density (such as gaps), they will allow for further X-ray penetration into the disk. The resulting chemical responses will be more intense and extend closer to the mid-plane than the responses modeled in IM Lup. In addition, IM Lup is vertically flared, which intercepts more stellar radiation. X-ray flares may not impact a flat disk as strongly.
SUMMARY
We have conducted a theoretical study of protoplanetary disk water chemistry exposed to strong X-ray flaring events. Our models show that the gas-phase H 2 O abundance at the surface responds to X-ray flares in many ways, but the effects are typically short term, lasting a few days or weeks. Analyzing the chemical reaction rates in detail reveals that H 2 O production occurs dominantly by dissociative recombination of H 3 O + , and gas-phase H 2 O destruction occurs dominantly by photolysis, adsorption onto grains, or ion-neutral reactions with C + . Photolysis is dominant in the warmer (T g > 200 K) upper layers of the disk, whereas adsorption is dominant in cooler (T d < 170 K) deeper layers of the disk. Reactions with C + were only observed in an ion-rich region along the disk surface.
Overall the dominant production mechanisms for water formation during X-ray flares are the gas-phase channels. Grain surface chemistry is included in the model, but it appears to be too slow of a process to impact the short term H 2 O abundance changes.
The magnitude of the response is dependent on the local X-ray ionization rate and gas density. Regions with low gas density have high X-ray ionization rates, which tend to have large and flare responses, while regions with higher density and low X-ray ionization rates tend to have no observable flare response. Between these extremes, we find the largest response on water abundances to flares.
We emphasize, this work focuses on strong X-ray flares to understand the maximum effect of these phenomena on H 2 O. However, these are rare events and occur every few years. We find that more common flares, i.e., those that increase X-ray luminosity by factors of a few, do not significantly impact H 2 O in the disk.
It is possible that any observations done during major flaring events would lead to a higher observed abundance of H 2 O than would typically be in the present disk. This type of time-dependent chemical variability has already been observed and reported by Cleeves et al. (2017) with H 13 CO + in the IM Lup protoplanetary disk. Short-term chemical variability could occur in a range of astronomical objects, other than protoplanetary disks, that are exposed to X-ray flaring. Recently, Mackey et al. (2019) modeled non-equilibrium chemistry in molecular clouds caused by X-ray flaring from active galactic nuclei. While conditions used in this model differ greatly from protoplanetary disk environments, it lends further support to the idea that astronomical environments are far more chemically dynamic than previously assumed.
It should also be noted that these simulations are focused on discrete flaring events. Additional work is needed to examine how the full stochastic behavior of flaring from a young star might accumulate water over time, thereby influencing the proclivity for a given disk to form potentially habitable planets.
APPENDIX
A. PROTOPLANETARY DISK PHYSICAL CONDITIONS Within a protoplanetary disk, gas and dust density is highest along the mid-plane and near the central star, and density decreases as the disk surface is approached and radial distance from the star increases as a natural consequence of the viscous motion of the gas (Lynden-Bell & Pringle 1974) . Temperature, X-ray ionization rate, and UV flux are highest along the disk surface and decrease with increasing radial distance from the star. Figure 11 plots these physical conditions in the IM Lup protoplanetary disk, , which are the physical conditions used in the present study. Points whose chemistry is modeled are represented by red dots in Figure 11 . The exact physical condition values used for all 35 modeled points are presented in Table 3 . Figure 11 . These plots represent density, temperature, X-ray ionization rate, and UV flux in the IM Lup protoplanetary disk, a disk encircling a solar-mass young star. Red dots indicate the 35 locations modeled and analyzed in this paper. 
